for

SECURITY
COMPANIES
Complex billing and variable
contractual usage? The

solution is SAP’s Business

ByDesign adapted specifically
for the Security industry.

 World Class ERP solution priced
for small and midsize Security
Companies
 Gives unbeatable financial
overview reporting as standard
 Simplifies complex billing
 Monitor assets and usage
continuously in the cloud
 Manage unexpected events with
real-time data
 Allows you to offer Customers
Imaginative & flexible deals
 Ensures compliance to
regulations in different countries
 Accurate & simple resource
planning
 Identifies loyal customers
allowing appropriate upselling

Contact us
01628 876723
anne.malone@incloudsolutions.co.uk
www.incloudsolutions.co.uk

THE SOLUTION FOR SMALL TO
MIDSIZE SECURITY FIRMS
SAP Business ByDesign incorporating Contracts and Utilities
Billing (CUB) is a packaged solution which has been
specifically created by In Cloud Solutions for the security
companies. It has been developed to enhance tech giant
SAP’s Business ByDesign into an all in one, end to end solution
produced, managed and supported by one reliable IT partner
– In Cloud Solutions. It is designed to be flexible, providing a
contract based invoicing system, integrated with SAP
Business ByDesign, enabling inclusive and banded contracts
for your customers.

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Part or all of your business relies on gathering information on
activity or actions including metered usage and charging
your customer according to contracted parameters.
Each transaction may be of low value and margin, but the
consequence of getting it wrong can be very expensive,
leading to client dissatisfaction or loss of earnings. Either way
the cost of fixing problems is high compared with the
potential gains if you were able to handle the billing side
accurately and automatically.

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR SECURITY COMPANIES
 Process hundreds of
Invoices with configurable
calculations accurately.
 Optional web services/API
integration from external
3 rd party systems
 Fixed and/or Inclusive
Charge Rates
 Variable/ Banded Charges

 Usage tracking, recording
and reporting
 Export recorded bill data
into Excel and other file
formats
 Detailed, and optionally
automated, Billing as
defined – Weekly, Monthly,
Quarterly, Annually

Let’s keep in touch – Grow your business with the Power of the Cloud
General enquiries: info@incloudsolutions.co.uk
Accounts enquiries: accounts@incloudsolutions.co.uk

WHO ARE WE?
In Cloud Solutions was founded by Liz Matraves and Caroline
Atkinson. They had worked with the SAP software prior to getting
involved in Business ByDesign for the past 10 years; they are true
experts in their field. No one is better placed to explain whether
Business ByDesign is the right Enterprise Management system for
you, and how to use it to make sure your business grows to the next
level on solid and profitable foundations.

Liz Matraves
Founder
In Cloud Solutions

We knew Business ByDesign was “ahead of the
curve,” being a cloud-based system. In the past
companies felt that on premise systems were the
only way to keep sensitive business information.
Now we all expect to work, shop and engage
digitally wherever we are, and, around the clock.
Cloud-based ERP solutions are now not just
common place, but essential for any kind of
business. Cloud-based business information
systems are the only way forward today.

WHY SHOULD YOU WORK WITH IN CLOUD SOLUTIONS?
At In Cloud Solutions we work with you in partnership to make digital
transformation simple, straightforward and affordable. Using SAP’s
latest ERP cloud technology, we collaborate with you to define
and integrate all your business processes, achieving measurable
growth and improved profitability.

OUR PROUD CUSTOMERS

4 Waltham Court | Milley Lane | Hare Hatch | Reading | RG10 9AA

ANALYTICS: THE SECRET
TO YOUR SUCCESS THAT
BRINGS ABOUT OURS!
Our success with Business
ByDesign
comes
from
understanding
how
companies can really benefit
from digitisation, how it
makes you more efficient
and,
most
importantly,
how it makes companies
more secure by knowing
the information you have
is
both
accurate
and
comprehensive. So often,
companies expand quickly
but information develops
in silos, making it hard to
make decisions based on
all the information. With
Business ByDesign you can
see at a glance stock levels,
pending orders, cash flow,
project management and
manufacturing costs, giving
you the big picture and
allowing you to make better
informed decisions.

